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The Ocean’s Dream

By Talia 

My deep blue gown ripples with the undulating tide.
It glistens in the moonlight,
Dances and twinkles so bright.

My jewellery is priceless and can never be replaced.
Each special shell, each precious pearl,
Is as beautiful as a Van Gogh swirl.

My wrath is for all those who cause my destruction.
They pervade me with plastic,
The consequence is drastic.

My hopes for those who listen are the respect I deserve.
Yearning fills me with emotion,
For I… am the mighty ocean!



Our Ocean’s vision
The Ocean is a mystical place;

Crystal clear on the Earth’s face,

Full of wonder and magical grace.

With seaweed hair of green and red,

And splinters of life on the Ocean bed.

“Come withme,” the Ocean said.

With fingers of coral, she reached out far,

Bringing me closer, like her avatar;

When all of a sudden I saw a star!

Shining bright on the Ocean floor,

Then I began to see some more,

As the Ocean parted like a door.

Her eyes reached deep into mine,

As she gave me the all clear sign,

Telling me “Everything is fine”.

The sound of whales coming close,

I appreciated it at my most,

Content with the sound of the Ocean’s ghost.



Telling me her dreams as she goes,

Feeling sand between my toes

As a bubble of a fish softly flows.

Shining bright on the Ocean floor,

Then I began to see some more,

As the Ocean parted like a door.

Her eyes reached deep into mine,

As she gave me the all clear sign,

Telling me “Everything is fine”.

The sound of whales coming close,

I appreciated it at my most,

Content with the sound of the Ocean’s ghost.

Telling me her dreams as she goes,

Feeling sand between my toes

As a bubble of a fish softly flows.

All of a sudden, my head reared

As from my dreams I gravely feared

The vision of the Ocean disappeared!
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The sea’s eyes pale as sapphires

Under the green waters

Watching the antics of Neptune's daughters

The sea’s hair black as ebony

Shining on the shore

As it always had before

The sea’s fingers thin as rakes
Clawing the tide
Which moves from side to side

The sea’s spine ebbs and flows
The islands of the world
Looking like a string of pearls
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By Ruby The Ocean
Her diamond skin,
Shining so bright,
Her wavy hair, so far out of sight,
I hear the whale song,
I have been standing here for so long,
She has me hypnotised,
Looking at me with those ocean eyes,
Looking all the way into my soul,
Sea creatures as dark as coal,
Her coral fingers stretch out to me,
Her siren trying to pull me into the sea,


